Overview
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ACADEMIC UNITS

14 Economics
17 Political Science
21A Anthropology
21H History
STS Science, Technology and Society
21G Global Languages
24 Linguistics
24 Philosophy
21L Literature
21M Music and Theater Arts
21W Science Writing

J-PAL Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab
CMS/W Comparative Media Studies/Writing
CIS Center for International Studies
D Doctoral program
M Master’s program

HASTS History, Anthropology, and Science, Technology, and Society
KSJ Knight Science Journalism Fellows
WGS Women’s and Gender Studies

XXI Seminar
SSP Security Studies Program
MISTI MIT International Science and Technology Initiatives
GCWS Graduate Consortium in Women’s Studies
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- 14 ACADEMIC UNITS
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- J-PAL
  - Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab
- CIS
  - Center for International Studies
- HASTS
  - History, Anthropology, Science, Technology, and Society
- KSJ
  - Knight Science Journalism Fellows
- WGS
  - Women's and Gender Studies
- GCWS
  - Graduate Consortium in Women's Studies
- XXI Seminar
- SSP
  - Security Studies Program
- MISTI
  - MIT International Science and Technology Initiatives
- CMS/W
  - Comparative Media Studies/Writing
Students are not admitted to a Economics Master's Program, but occasionally a Master's degree is granted to a student already enrolled in an undergraduate or PhD degree program in Economics.